MSI WINS AWARD FOR BUSINESS
TRAVEL MANAGEMENT AND
ACCOLADES FOR RELOCATION
MANAGEMENT
June 10th 2019 – MSI is delighted to announce that two of its operating
divisions have won accolades from the Forum for Expatriate Management.
MSI, which provides global transformation management consulting solutions,
won the top EMMA award for Business Travel Management and was highly
commended in the EMMAs category for Relocation Management Company of
the Year. These follow previous EMMA awards as well as a recent award from
Relocate magazine for Best Relocation Management Company. For the past
several years, MSI has also achieved consistently high rankings for relocation
in HRO Today magazine’s Baker’s Dozen.
“MSI’s business travel and relocation divisions are vitally important
components of our global transformation solutions portfolio,” said president
Eric Egnet. “Through this portfolio, MSI helps organizations align their
transformation strategies with their business expansion and growth objectives
to ensure that the overarching corporate mission is achieved and that they
experience continued success.”
MSI’s Business Traveler Compliance (BTC) division advises and consults with
companies on business traveler risk in the areas of tax, immigration, and
employee security/duty of care. The BTC division leverages sophisticated
technology and professional expertise to provide tailored solutions that reflect
each client’s unique needs, based on their global activities and risk tolerance.
“MSI’s Business Traveler Compliance Management’s success in winning this
award can be attributed to a number of factors,” noted Egnet. “This includes
its strong advisory and consulting focus, and the steps taken to ensure that
clients are informed, educated, and consistently made aware of the risks and
opportunities inherent in managing global business travelers worldwide.”
MSI’s Global Relocation division is a leading provider of relocation and Global
Mobility Transformation® solutions to organizations worldwide. MSI has a
diverse portfolio of services designed to help companies effectively and
strategically meet their mobilization needs.

“Following our 2018 win at the Relocate awards, and our successive wins in
HRO Today’s Baker’s Dozen, our consistent success in meeting and
exceeding client expectations continues to be recognized in the marketplace,
said Laurie Allen, vice president, worldwide operations, Global Mobility. “I
would like to express our sincere gratitude to our valued clients for their
overwhelming support, and also pay tribute to the MSI Relocation team
members and our supplier partners worldwide.”
###
About MSI: MSI helps to transform businesses into highly optimized and well
executed organizations that can embrace the ever-changing dynamics of the
global economy.
Global corporations depend on MSI’s trusted expertise and managed services
capabilities in the specialized areas of:
Global Immigration
Change Management
Domestic Relocation
International Assignments
Globalization
Diversity and Inclusion
Compensation & International Payroll
Business Traveler Compliance
International PEO

Global Employer Services
Mergers & Acquisitions
Global Employer Services
Post-Merger Integration
Procurement
Recruitment Process Outsourcing
Tax & Equities
Technology & Digital
Artificial Intelligence (AI) & Analytics
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